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Abstract. Analyzing exceptional objects is an important mining task.
It includes the identification of outliers but also the description of outlier properties in contrast to regular objects. However, existing detection
approaches miss to provide important descriptions that allow human
understanding of outlier reasons. In this work we present OutRules, a
framework for outlier descriptions that enable an easy understanding of
multiple outlier reasons in different contexts. We introduce outlier rules
as a novel outlier description model. A rule illustrates the deviation of
an outlier in contrast to its context that is considered to be normal. Our
framework highlights the practical use of outlier rules and provides the
basis for future development of outlier description models.

1

Open Challenges in Outlier Description

Outlier mining focuses on unexpected, rare, and suspicious objects in large data
volumes [4]. Examples of outliers could be fraudulent activities in financial transaction records or unexpected patient behavior in health databases. Outlier mining has two aspects: (1) identification and (2) description of outliers. A multitude
of approaches has been established for the former task (e.g., LOF [3] and more
recent algorithms). They all focus on the quantification of outlierness, i.e., how
strongly an object deviates from the residual data. Following this development of
outlier detection algorithms there have been extensions of toolkits like WEKA,
RapidMiner, and R, and stand-alone toolkits such as ELKI have been proposed.
In all cases, only outlier detection algorithms have been implemented, and raw
outlier results are visualized in different ways.
In contrast to this focus on the identification of outliers, approaches supporting outlier descriptions have been developed recently [6, 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 5]. They aim
at the description of the object’s deviation, e.g. by selecting the deviating attributes for each individual outlier. These techniques assist humans in verifying
the outlier characteristics. Without such outlier descriptions, humans are overwhelmed by outlier results that cannot be verified manually due to large and
high dimensional databases. Humans might miss outlier reasons, especially if
outliers are deviating w.r.t. multiple contexts. Therefore, humans depend on appropriate descriptions. This situation enforces the development of novel outlier
description algorithms and their comparison in a unified framework.

2

The OutRules Framework

With OutRules 1 we extend our outlier mining framework [8], which is based
on the popular WEKA toolkit. OutRules extracts both regular and deviating
attribute sets for each outlier and presents them as so-called outlier rules. We
utilize the cognitive abilities of humans by allowing a comparison of the outlier
object vs. its regular context. This comparison enables an easy understanding of
the individual outlier characteristics. In a health-care example with attributes
age, height, and weight (cf. Fig. 1), a description for the marked outlier could
be “the outlier deviates w.r.t. (1) height and weight and (2) height and age”.
However, this first description provides the deviating attribute combinations
only. In addition, we present groups of clustered objects (e.g., in attributes weight
and age) as the regular contexts of the outlier. Overall, we present multiple
contexts as regular neighborhoods from which the outlier is deviating. Reasoning
is then enabled by manual comparison and exploration of these context spaces.

Fig. 1: Example of an outlier deviating w.r.t. multiple contexts
Outlier Rules as Basis for Outlier Descriptions
Our description model is based on the intuitive observation that each outlier
deviates from other objects that are considered to be normal. Outlier rules accordingly represent these antagonistic properties of regularity on the one side and
irregularity on the other side. As depicted in our example, there are multiple attribute combinations in which the object is an outlier, and there are multiple
contexts in which it is regular. Several recent publications have observed this
multiplicity of context spaces [1, 7, 9, 10, 5]. OutRules is the first framework that
exploits these multiple context spaces for outlier rules. It illustrates the similarity
among clustered objects and the deviation of the individual outlier. Therefore,
it provides information about multiple contexts and highlights the differences to
its local neighborhoods in these context spaces.
We consider each outlier individually and compute multiple outlier rules for
each object. Each outlier rule is a set of attributes that show highly clustered
objects on the one side, and on the other side, an extended set of attributes
in which one of these objects is highly deviating. For instance in our previous
example the outlier occurs under the attributes age and height. A first rule
could be “The age is normal but the person is significantly too short”. In this
case the description might lead to the casual explanation that the represented
1

project website: http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/OutRules/

person suffers from impaired growth. This outlier rule can be represented as
{age} ⇒ {height}. Formally, an outlier rule is defined as follows:
Definition 1. Outlier Rule A ⇒ B
For an object o, the rule A ⇒ B describes the cluster membership of o in attribute set A ⊆ Attributes and the deviating behavior in A ∪ B ⊆ Attributes.
The notion of clustered and deviating behavior can be instantiated by the underlying outlier score, e.g. by the notion of density in case of LOF [3].
We call A the context of o in which it shows regular behavior. As depicted
in our example, there might be multiple reasons for an outlier deviation. Hence,
our algorithm has to detect multiple contexts in which o is clustered. As the
actual reason for an outlier is highly application-dependent, it is hard to make a
binary decision of relevant and irrelevant rules. Therefore we output a ranking
of all extracted rules. We rate each rule based on the data distribution in A and
A ∪ B. Based on the fact that an outlier rule represents the degree of regularity
to other objects in the left hand side A and the degree of outlierness in the right
hand side A∪B, it is clear that the criteria have to quantify these two aspects. In
our framework we have implemented criteria such as the strength of the outlier
rule. It is defined as an instantiation of the well-established density-based outlier
scoring [3]. Please note that the framework is open for any instantiation of quality
criteria, e.g. for outlier rules in a specific application scenario.

(a) outlier ranking

(b) outlier rules for one outlier

(c) parallel coordinates plots; left: no context; right: neighborhood in TSH

Fig. 2: One exemplary outlier from the Thyroid data set [UCI ML repository]

Visualization of Outlier Rules
The visualization of outlier rules consists of three components. An overview of
outliers is presented in the outlier ranking component (cf. Fig. 2(a)). Individual outliers can be chosen from this ranking for further exploration. The second component is a list of outlier rules sorted by the strength or other quality
measures (cf. Fig. 2(b)). The last component is the visualization of individual outlier rules; each outlier rule can be explored in more detail by looking
at the underlying data distribution. For example, we have implemented scatter
plots, distribution statistics, density-distributions in individual attributes, and
more enhanced visual representations such as well-established parallel coordinate plots (cf. Fig. 2(c)). As illustrated by the parallel coordinate plots for a real
world example, Thyroid Disease from the UCI ML repository, the properties of
the outlier rule and the nature of the outlier become clearer by the comparison
with similar objects. If we consider all objects in the database in the left plot,
we observe that the outlier is quite regular for all attributes from a global point
of view. However, if one restricts the visualization to its local neighborhood in
attribute T SH in the right plot there is a clear cluster containing the outlier,
while attributes T 3 and F T I show high deviation for the outlier from the local
neighborhood. The clustering in T SH and the deviation in {T 3, F T I} indicate
the correctness of this rule in a real world example.
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